Abstract
variability. Previous studies have revealed that the task-relevant variability of joint angles and angular

48
velocities is less than the task-irrelevant variability. Notably, the UCM focuses on forward kinematics 49 that map joint angles and angular velocities onto joint positions and velocities in the external coordinate.
50
In contrast, tolerance, noise, and covariation analysis (TNC) [13] and goal-equivalent manifold analysis We expected subjects to modify their motion sequences to minimize the sensory prediction error.
141
First, we determined whether the subjects could perform goal-directed whole-body movements in our 142 experimental setting. In 50 baseline trials in experiment 1 (Fig. 1C) , the target height pseudorandomly 143 changed in each trial. There were significant differences in jumping height depending on target height Second, we determined whether the subjects showed motor adaptation in the experimental setting.
147
In 96 learning trials in experiment 1 (Fig. 1C) , the subjects experienced perturbations once in every five 
153
Validation of ridge regression and decomposition into task-relevant and task-
154
irrelevant components 155 The current study focuses on the evaluation of motor variability, especially task-relevant variability, task-156 irrelevant variability, and the relevance of low-dimensional structures to task performance, by extending 157 ridge regression (the details of ridge regression were provided in Methods). Ridge regression is a linear 158 regression technique that is robust against observation noise, is applicable to data with multicollinearity,
159
and enables predictions of output data y (i.e., jumping height) based on input data X = (X 1 , ..., X D ) (i.e., 160 motion sequence). The regression thus enables the prediction of jumping height as
where h is predicted jumping height and w = (w 1 value, X i can be considered to be relevant to task performance. In contrast, when w i is close to 0, X i 164 can be considered to be irrelevant to task performance. We needed to validate the ridge regression in 165 the current experimental setting before evaluating variability. Notably, we have already validated the 166 efficiency of ridge regression to predict performance not only in jumping movements but also in throwing movements [31] .
Ridge regression requires selecting input data because a careful selection of input data is indispensable 169 to discussing the linear relation between input and output data. Prediction power is a sophisticated mea-
170
sure for selecting input data while avoiding overfitting [29] . The current study focuses on prediction error 171 between actual and predicted jumping height using 10-fold cross validation. We compared the following 
178
By comparing these three candidates, we found that the third candidate showed the lowest prediction 179 error (Fig. 3A) . In particular, the third candidate, with seven time frames before release, yielded the 180 lowest prediction error. In the following, we refer to the third candidate with seven time frames as the 181 motion sequence. If the prediction error equals 1, the method cannot predict the output data. In con-182 trast, if the prediction error equals 0, the method can predict the output data with 100% accuracy. As sequence and jumping height with appropriate precision.
193
Based on the ridge regression, the current study decomposes the motion sequence X into a task- decomposition when X includes only 2 elements and constrains the task by setting y = X 1 − X 2 (i.e.,
197
w 1 = 1 and w 2 = −1) to some certain values (e.g., y = 2, 0, -2 in the simulated task 1, 2, 3, respectively).
198
Because the constrained task was one dimensional and input data were two dimensional, an infinite 199 number of X values resulted in an identical y value. In this case,
) and X irr = X −X rel . The simulated data points on the dotted line in Fig. 3C indicated 
201
X rel . On the dotted line, the data points can be clearly separated into three parts corresponding to the 202 simulated tasks 1, 2, and 3. In contrast, on the solid line, X irr is not separated based on task. In 203 our experimental setting with goal-directed vertical jump, X, X rel , and X irr included 63 elements in 204 each trials (3(dim)×7(time frames) for {sin q i }, and 6(dim)×7(time frames) for {q iqj sin q i sin q j }. The 205 current study calculated the variability (variance) of each element of X rel and X irr in focused trials.
206
The representative values of the variability, task-relevant variability Var rel and task-irrelevant variability
207
Var irr , were calculated by averaging the variability across all the elements.
208
Variability in task-relevant and task-irrelevant space 209 We calculated the task-relevant and task-irrelevant variabilities in a goal-directed vertical jump based 210 on both the ridge regression and the decomposition of input data into task-relevant and task-irrelevant 211 dimensions. We found that the task-relevant variability was smaller than the task-irrelevant variability 212 enabled the extraction of lower task-relevant variability and higher task-irrelevant variability. Because the height, but it determines the relevance of the motion sequence to the task in a data-driven manner.
220
Further, our method is robust against observation noise due to the ridge regression.
221
Relevance of each principal component to task performance
222
Movement variability shows not only less task-relevant variability than task-irrelevant variability but also 223 a low-dimensional structure. The current study compares our method to PCA, a conventional method 224 to extract low-dimensional structure. We decomposed the motion sequence X into principal components
225
(PCs, i.e., eigenvectors) and calculated the correlation of each PC to jumping height (see Methods for 226 detail). When the motion sequence was decomposed using a larger number of principal components, the 227 decomposed sequence showed a higher correlation to jumping height ( jumping height (red line in Fig. 4C ) if averaged across all participants. In a typical subject, however, 231 the 2nd rather than the 1st PC showed the highest correlation to jumping height (red line in Fig. 4D ).
232
This typical subject was not an exception; Fig. 4E shows the PC number with the highest correlation to 233 jumping height. In 6 out of 13 subjects, the 1st PC showed the highest correlation to performance. In 5 234 out of 13 subjects, the 2nd PC showed the highest correlation, and the 3rd PC showed the highest in 2 235 out of 13 subjects. These results indicate that the explained movement variability did not correspond to 236 the relevance to task performance.
237
Ridge regression enabled the prediction of jumping height with higher accuracy than PCA (red line 238 in Fig. 4B ) because the ridge regression weights each PC based on both the explained movement vari-239 ability and the task relevance. In PCA (or equivalently singular value decomposition (SVD)), the motion 240 sequence at the tth trial is decomposed as
where N is the number of PCs, λ i is the 241 ith eigenvalue corresponding to the ith PC v i , and u i,t indicated how the ith PC appeared at the trial.
242
The correlation of the ith PC to task performance was thus calculated based on u i,t , and it did not reflect 243 the relevance of the ith PC to task performance. In contrast, the ridge regression enables the prediction 244 of task performance as previously unclear whether such modulation of variability could be observed in whole-body movements.
261
Our method without linear approximation enabled the discussion of how task-relevant and task-irrelevant 262 variabilities are modulated before and after motor adaptation in whole-body movements. We thus applied 263 our method to motor adaptation in response to constant and gradually imposed perturbations.
264
In experiment 2 (two days for each subject), subjects experienced gradually increased or decreased 265 perturbations. Each subject underwent ten learning trials without any perturbation. The perturbation 266 gradually increased or decreased for ten trials and was set to 0.05 or -0.05 for ten trials (Figs. 5A, B) . In 267 a total of 30 trials, the target height was set to 50% of the subject s maximum jumping height. Subjects 268 who experienced a p t > 0 on the first day experienced a p t < 0 on the 2nd day and vice versa. The 269 order of perturbation was counterbalanced across subjects. The subjects could adapt to the gradually 270 increased or decreased perturbations (Fig. 5C ).
271
In experiment 3, the subjects experienced constant perturbations. perturbation was counterbalanced across subjects. In a total of 45 trials, the target height was set to
276
50% of the subject s maximum jumping height. In both experiments 2 and 3, the subjects adapted to 277 the perturbations (Fig. 5F ).
278
We calculated the task-relevant and task-irrelevant variabilities before and after adaptation in exper- adapting to perturbations, the subjects needed to modify their output (i.e., jumping height) by deter-290 mining an appropriate input (i.e., motion sequence). In adapting to gradually increasing or decreasing 291 perturbations, the task-irrelevant variability increased, while the task-relevant variability was not modu-292 lated ( Fig. 6C) . In adapting to a constant perturbation, the task-relevant variability increased, while the 293 task-irrelevant variability was not be modulated ( Fig. 6D ). In summary, the modulation of task-relevant 294 and task-irrelevant variabilities depends on the schedule of perturbation.
295
Discussion
296
We proposed a flexible and straightforward machine learning technique that quantified task-relevant kinematics or task parameters averaged across trials change (e.g., before, during, and after adaptation).
304
By applying our method to the motion sequence before and after motor adaptation, we found that the 305 perturbation schedules affected the modulation of movement variability in motor adaptation (Figs. 6A 306 and 6B). These advantages enable the methods to be flexibly applied to a wide range of goal-directed 307 movements.
308
Another advantage of our method is the ability to select appropriate input based on predictive power 309 (Fig. 3A) . The predictive power also enables the selection of an appropriate coordinate to define task 310 performance. Although we considered one-dimensional performance in the current study (i. show better predictive performance if the number of the data is high enough in general, it is difficult to 329 find certain relations between the principal components and estimated parameters via those methods.
330
Ridge regression enables the determination of not only task-relevant and task-irrelevant variabilities but 331 also the relevance of each PC to performance.
332
To our knowledge, only a few studies have investigated how variability is modulated through motor and that gradually applied perturbations affect the exploration less than constant perturbations. In 339 contrast, a gradually applied perturbation can facilitate exploration in task-irrelevant space, and constant 340 perturbations affect the exploration less than the gradually applied perturbations.
341
Materials and Methods
342
Participants. Thirteen healthy volunteers (aged 18-22 years, two females) participated in all of our 343 experiments. On the first day, the participants underwent 10 practice trials and 160 baseline trials 344 with pseudorandomly changing targets (40%, 45%, 50%, 55%, or 60% of the maximum jump height) 345 and became accustomed to the experimental setting. At the second, third, fourth, and fifth days (not 346 consecutive), they joined experiments 1, 2, and 3. They joined experiment 2 for two days. All participants and foot (q 1 ), right foot and shank (q 2 ), and right thigh and shank (q 3 ) were calculated in the sagittal 357 plane (Fig. 1A ). Because the current study focused on a vertical jump while crossing arms in front of the 358 trunk, it was possible to focus only on lower limb motions. Throughout the current study, we focused on 359 the three-link model of the lower limbs in the sagittal plane.
360
Release timing was detected based on the moment at which the vertical toe position exceeded 10% of 361 the maximum height in each trial. The predictive power was calculated using various time bin lengths 362 including the release timing (Fig. 3A) . When the time bin length was seven, the seventh time frame 363 corresponded to the release timing, the sixth time frame corresponded to one time frame before the 364 release timing, and the other time frames followed accordingly.
365
Experimental setup. At the beginning of each trial, the subjects were instructed to stand at a 366 fixed position. In each trial, subjects listened to three beeps separated by one-second intervals; the first 367 beep indicated the start of each trial, and the subjects were required to jump at the timing of the third 368 beep.
369
We measured the position of the marker attached to the subject s back using MATLAB at 30 Hz.
370
In front of the subject (1.5 meters ahead, 1.7 meters above the floor), there was a monitor to with a 371 blue cursor that indicated the height of the marker attached to subject s back and a black bar that displayed at the maximum value of y t within each trial, which indicated jumping height (Fig. 1B) . When 389 the subjects achieved a jumping motion that was close to the target height (|d − y t | < 0.02), they heard 390 a coin-getting sound to indicate that the jumping motion was successful. After the baseline trials, the 391 subjects underwent 96 learning trials in experiment 1, 30 trials in experiment 2 (the same set of practice 392 and main trials was imposed for two days), and 45 trials in experiment 3.
393
We utilized a perturbation paradigm to investigate how subjects modify their jumping motion via 394 experiencing sensory prediction errors. For trials with perturbation p t , the position of the cursor was 395 displayed at y t + p t . The subjects needed to modify their jumping motion to achiever a lower (when 396 p > 0) or higher jumping height (when p < 0). When the displayed jumping height was close to the 397 target height (|d − (y t + p t )| < 0.02), the subjects heard a coin-getting sound to indicate that the jumping 398 motion was successful.
399
Decomposition into task-relevant and task-irrelevant components The current study relied 400 on linear regression to determine the relation between input data X ∈ R T ×D and output data d ∈ R 
under the constraint X ̸ = X rel (avoidance of a self-evident answer), X rel can be written as
where (ww T ) † is a pseudo-inverse of ww T and |w| = √ w T w. The equality w T (ww
when w ∈ R D×1 . Under the decomposition X = X rel + X irr , X irr can be written as
where I ∈ R D×D is an identity matrix.
412
Under the condition X = X rel + X irr , the variance of the ith component of X, X i , can be calculated
where X i,t is X i at the tth trial, X 
418
Ridge regression The ridge regression enabled us to determine the best one-dimensional linear space 419 w ∈ R D×1 in the input data X ∈ R T ×D to predict the output data y ∈ R T ×1 by minimizing the cost 420 function:
The first term on the right-hand side indicates the fitting error, the second term indicates the regulariza-422 tion of w, and λ is a regularization parameter. The current study determined λ to minimize the prediction 423 error based on a 10-fold cross validation, which enabled us to avoid overfitting [29] . Overfitting, which 424 can appear without any regularization, leads to the selection of a model that is more complicated than 425 the true one. Minimization of the cost function concerning w leads to the optimal value for w:
where I was an identity matrix.
427
The ridge regression enabled the estimation of an appropriate w based on the normalized y and X, 428
i.e., the mean and standard deviation of y and X should be normalized to be 0 and 1, respectively; 
, where w corresponds to unnormalized data, should be divided by s i (w i = wi si ) and
be subtracted. In total, the normalization is indispensable for estimating an appropriate w; however, it 438 did not affect the results at all.
439
The ridge regression showed high prediction power under the existence of measurement noise in X.
440
Under the existence of measurement Gaussian noise ξ with a mean of 0, the standard deviation is σ, 441 covariance is 0, and the cost function averaged across all the possible noise can be written as
The equivalence between equations (5) and (7) indicates that the ridge regression enabled the selection 443 of the best w to predict y under the existence of measurement noise while avoiding overfitting.
444
Parabolic representation of jumping height, three candidates of input data, the UCM
445
and GEM The vertical position of the marker attached to the subject s back determined the jumping 446 height in the current study. We expected that the jumping height could be predicted well based on the 447 position p and velocity v of the marker at the release timing as follows
where g ≃ 9.8(m/s 2 ). In the current setting, the markers attached to the subject s back and hip joint hip joint were factors relevant to task performance in the current study. In the joint angle representation, 454 p and v were written as follows:
and
In the UCM (blue crosses in Fig. 4A ), we calculated the task-relevant and task-irrelevant variabilities 457 based on equations (9) and (10).
458
Using the equations (9) and (10), the predicted jumping height h t can be written as
The first candidate input data for the ridge regression were the joint angles and angular velocities (blue 460 line in Fig. 3A) . The second candidate data were the functions in the forward kinematics of the position 461 and velocity of the hip joint (equations (9) and (10), red line in Fig. 3A) . The third candidate data were 462 the functions that appeared in equation (11) (orange line in Fig. 3A ). In GEM (blue crosses in Fig. 4A ),
463
we calculated the task-relevant and task-irrelevant variabilities based on equation (11). predicted output h t can be written as
where min(T, D) determines the rank of X, λ 
This equation indicates that the motion data can be decomposed into eigenvectors (principal components) 474 with weight λ i u i,t . By comparing equations (12) and (13), the ridge regression enables the prediction 475 of output data by weighting based on the ith eigenvector with weight 
481
In PCA, we found the relation between the explained variance and prediction power to be as fol- Three beeps sounded at one-second intervals. We measured and analyzed joint angles at toe, ankle, and knee in the sagittal plane. The jumping height was measured based on the position of the marker attached to the back in the y-axis. B: Task instruction and feedback information in each trial. A computer monitor was located in front of the participants (1.5 meters ahead, 1.7 meters above the floor). One second before the first beep, target height (indicated by black bar and texts [e.g., 50% max]), baseline height (indicated by black bar), and initial position (indicated by blue cursor located on the baseline height) were displayed. When the target height was 60%, the black bar and text were displayed at the position of the higher black dotted bar. When the target height was 40%, the black bar and text were displayed at the position of the lower black dotted bar. These black dotted bars were used only for the explanation and were not visible throughout the experiments. In the practice trials, the blue cursor was displayed during trials to continuously indicate the position of the marker attached to the back in the y-axis. These trials enabled the participants to become accustomed to the experimental setting. In baseline and learning trials, the blue cursor was displayed at the beginning and end of each trial. At the beginning of each trial, the blue cursor was displayed at the baseline height. At the end of each trial, the cursor was displayed depending on the actual jumping height. When the jumping height was close to the target height, the participants heard a coin-getting sound. During the experiments, the subjects were provided with the current trial number and the number of successful trials where they could hear change rattling. C: The sequence of the experiments. Participants performed a vertical jump with maximum effort for two trials. These jumping heights were used to determine the target height. Participants experienced 20 practice trials, 50 baseline trials, and a number of learning trials specific to each experiment. D: Averaged jumping height of each participant in the baseline trials in experiment 1. The jumping height depended on the target height (1-way ANOVA, p = 2.2597×10 −21 ), indicating that the participants could perform the goal-directed movement. end of each trial. At the beginning of each trial, the blue cursor was displayed at the baseline height.
615
At the end of each trial, the cursor was displayed depending on the actual jumping height. When the 3 . Validation of the ridge regression and the concept of our method. A: Predictive power of the ridge regression using three kinds of input data. Horizontal and vertical axes indicate the time bin length used for the ridge regression and squared prediction error, respectively. If the ridge regression could not make a prediction, the prediction error equaled 1. If the ridge regression could predict the output data perfectly, the prediction error equaled 0. These results indicate that the ridge regression enables the prediction of output data with a greater than 80% accuracy. B: An example of decomposing input data into task-relevant and task-irrelevant components. In this case, we assumed that the task 1 required X 1 − X 2 to be 2 (green line), task 2 required X 1 − X 2 to be 0 (green line), and task 3 required X 1 − X 2 to be -2 (green line). Green, red, and blue dots indicate the typical input data for tasks 1, 2, and 3, respectively. In the ridge regression, these tasks can be achieved with w 1 = 1 and w 2 = −1, i.e., y = w 1 X 1 + w 2 X 2 = X 1 − X 2 should be determined differently in each task. In the right panel, these input data were decomposed into a task-relevant (black dotted line) component X rel = Xww T /|w| 2 and a task-irrelevant component X irr = X − X rel (solid black line). X rel was separated depending on the task, and X irr was not separated, which indicates that the decomposition enables the discussion of the task-relevant and task-irrelevant components. input data into task-relevant and task-irrelevant components. In this case, we assumed that the task 1 638 required X 1 − X 2 to be 2 (green line), task 2 required X 1 − X 2 to be 0 (green line), and task 3 required 639 X 1 − X 2 to be -2 (green line). Green, red, and blue dots indicate the typical input data for tasks 1, 2, 640 and 3, respectively. In the ridge regression, these tasks can be achieved with w 1 = 1 and w 2 = −1, i.e., 641 y = w 1 X 1 + w 2 X 2 = X 1 − X 2 should be determined differently in each task. In the right panel, these 642 input data were decomposed into a task-relevant (black dotted line) component X rel = Xww T /|w| 2 and a task-irrelevant component X irr = X − X rel (solid black line). X rel was separated depending on the 644 task, and X irr was not separated, which indicates that the decomposition enables the discussion of the 
